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Mr Stefano SANNINO  
Secretary-General  
Stefano.SANNINO@eeas.europa.eu  
Tel. +32 2584-1115

Mr Massimo SANTORO  
Head of Division  
Massimo.SANTORO@eeas.europa.eu  
Tel. +32 2584-2400

Mr Massimo SANTORO  
Head of Division  
The Head of Division’s role is to ensure that the mission of the Policy Coordination Division is carried out which means to support the HR/VP and Corporate Board in achieving policy priorities through ensuring effective and efficient coordination in particular on the Foreign Affairs Council, Political and Security Committee, European Correspondent’s tasks, Statements, Declarations and Demarches, political dialogue and briefings. It also ensures support in particular to the EEAS Political Director. It ensures that tasks are carried out in line with the EEAS statement of policy objectives.  
Massimo.SANTORO@eeas.europa.eu  
Tel. +32 2584-2400

Mr Loic LALLEMAND ZELLER  
Head of Division  
Loic.LALLEMAND-ZELLER@eeas.europa.eu  
Tel. +32 2584-2344

Mr Karim KOURI  
Head of Division  
Karim.KOURI@eeas.europa.eu  
Tel. +32 2584-3091

Mr Ludovic PROMELLE  
Head of Division  
Ludovic.Promelle@eeas.europa.eu  
Tel. +32 2584-4451
Policy Planning and Strategic Foresight

Mr Herve DELPHIN
Head of Division — Strategic Planning
The Head of Division’s role is to ensure that the mission of the Strategic Planning Division is carried out which means to provide the High Representative, the Corporate Board (in particular, the Political Director) and the different departments of the EEAS with high-level support and advice, including medium to long-term analysis and policy proposals.
Herve.Delphin@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5579

Communications Policy and Public Diplomacy

Mr Diego MELLADO
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives while enabling staff to develop its potential.
Diego.MELLADO@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-8024

Digital Communications

Ms Ada Myriam SCANU
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Ada-Myriam.SCANU@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4819

Strategic Communication, Task Forces and Information Analysis

Mr Lutz GUELLNER
Head of Division
Overall responsibility for Strategic Communications for EEAS HQ and Delegations and HR/VP
Authorising officer; responsibility for financial management HR/ADMIN
management of the Division of 40 people Liaison with the Cabinet and the Spokespersons Service Liaison with MDs and Ambassadors for Strategic Communication and Public, Digital and Cultural Diplomacy Chairman of External Relations Information Committee
Lutz.GUELLNER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4641
Service of Deputy Secretary General for economic and global issues

Financing Instruments and International Cooperation
Mr Michele CERVONE
Head of Division
Job description (Head of Division): DCCD being without similar predecessors in the COM or GSC, the HoD had to start from the scratch designing and building this new unit in 2011, including the recruitment of 2 assistants and 8 ADs. This process had to reflect in particular the key requirements of supporting the MD Marinaki, DSG Popowski and COO O’Sullivan in: establishing an efficient interface for Commission services, and in particular DEVCO when dealing with EU development policy as part of EU’s external relations; ensuring a well coordinated implementation of the EEAS Council decision, in close cooperation with COM services as well as MS, notably in the domain of programming development related instruments, allocation setting and in particular joint programming between the EU and MS in the domain of programming development related instruments, allocation setting and in particular joint programming between the EU and MS.

Global — Hors Classe Adviser for Climate Diplomacy
Mr Marc VANHEUKELEN
Hors Classe AdviserClimate Diplomacy
To act as the principal initiator and coordinator of EEAS work on Climate Diplomacy in full complementarity with Commission services
Marc.VANHEUKELEN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5181

Global — Principal Adviser — External Aspects of Migration
Mr Luigi SORECA
Luigi.Soreca@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3119

Dir VMR.DMD — Values and Multilateral Relations
Ms Christina KOKKINAKIS
Deputy Managing Director
To provide overall strategic orientation and management of the Directorate, within the framework set by the Directorate’s-General (or Department) mission statement and annual work programme. The Directorate operates under the direct supervision of the Director-General / Managing Director.
Christina.KOKKINAKIS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2529

Multilateral Relations
Mr Ellis MATHEWS
Head of Division
To formulate and implement policies and provide overall direction of the activities of the division, in particular as regards:
• The EU relationship and mutually beneficial cooperation with multilateral organisations and its contribution to strengthening the effectiveness of the UN, and the Council of Europe in responding to their mandates;
• the coherence of EU action in these organisations in terms of its participation/status, policy stance, policy dialogue, cooperation and visibility.
Ellis.MATHEWS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-6656
Economic Issues and Global Health

Ms Daniela TRAMACERE
Head of Division
The Head of Division Global 2's overall purpose is to ensure that the EU's foreign policy is equipped to tackle a number of pressing global challenges, revolving around economic issues, energy, culture, climate and environment. The overriding objective is to improve the integration of these subjects — all of which link European values inextricably with European interests — into the EU's relations with countries, regions and multilateral bodies worldwide. Aiming to ensure maximum coherence between internal and external policies, and serving as a point of interface between the EEAS and Commission services, the Division's purpose is directly guided by the EU Global Strategy.
Daniela.TRAMACERE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2667

Connectivity and Digital Transition

Mr David RINGROSE
David.RINGROSE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2659

Green Transition

Ms Anna STRZASKA
Anna.STRZASKA@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-6853

Migration and Human Security

Ms Christine GRAU
Head of Division
To determine, formulate and coordinate policies and provide overall direction to the Unit in charge of Economic Analysis, on the basis of the DG RELEX work programme.
Christine.GRAU@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5716

Africa

Ms Rita LARANJINHA
Director
To support the High Representative in implementing the EU’s foreign policy towards sub-Saharan Africa countries in close coordination with EU member states and other EU institutions.
Rita.LARANJINHA@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2244

Dir DMD — Deputy Managing Director

Mr Bernard QUINTIN
Deputy Managing Director
To provide overall strategic orientation and management of the Directorate, with specific responsibilities for the whole of the African Region, within the framework set by the mission statement and annual work programme of the Department. The Director has a particular role in the oversight of the management and performance of the Delegations in the region for which he is responsible. The Directorate operates under direct supervision of the Managing Director.
Bernard.QUINTIN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3275

Pan-African Affairs

Mr Jonas JONSSON
Head of Division
Jonas.JONSSON@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4361

Southern Africa and Indian Ocean

Mr Alessandro MARIANI
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the “Entity”s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
ALESSANDRO.MARIANI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5179

West Africa

Mr Richard YOUNG
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
RICHARD.YOUNG@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5174

Central Africa

Ms Aude MAIO-COLICHE
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential. Participate in the International Contact Group for the International Conference of the Great Lakes Region.
AUDE.MAIO-COLICHE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2636

Horn of Africa, East Africa

Mr Jean-Marc PISANI
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Jean-Marc.PISANI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2735

Americas

Mr Brian GLYNN
Managing Director
Americas
Support HRVP in implementing EU’s foreign policy in the Americas region in coordination with EU Delegations, other EU institutions and EU Member States, as well as overall political and strategic orientation. Responsible for directorate’s administrative, human resource and budgetary management including oversight of all EU Delegations in its region.
Brian.GLYNN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2076

Mr Tomas REYES ORTEGA
Chair of Working Group
Latin America, Caribbean (COLAC) and Trans-Atlantic Relations (COTRA)
Prepare the agenda of the Working Groups (COLAC and COTRA), in close cooperation with the EEAS, the Commission, the Council and the Member States. Conduct the meetings of the Working Groups, in accordance with the rules of procedure of the Council and ensure the appropriate follow-up of the issues discussed.
Tel. +32 2584-2350

Dir DMD — Deputy Managing Director

Mr Javier NINO PEREZ
Deputy Managing Director
Americas
To provide overall strategic orientation and management of the Directorate, within the framework set by the Directorate’s-General (or Department) mission statement and annual work programme. The Directorate operates under the direct supervision of the Managing Director.
Javier.NINO-PEREZ@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3404

Regional Affairs

Ms Claudia GINTERSDORFER
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Americas Directorate, mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Claudia.GINTERSDORFER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5180
Ms Heike SCHNEIDER
Deputy Head of Division
To assist and replace the Head of Division (HoD) in leading and managing the division. This includes ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the directorate’s work program in an effective way, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the mission and priorities of the Division.
Tel. +32 2584-9157

Mexico, Central America and Caribbean

Mr Jonathan HATWELL
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work programme in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Jonathan.HATWELL@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4957

South America

Ms Veronique LORENZO
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work programme in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Veronique.LORENZO@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4538

United States and Canada

Ms Ruth BAJADA
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work programme in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Ruth.BAJADA@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2306
Service of Deputy Secretary General for political affairs

Dir DPD — Chair of Political and Security Committee, Deputy Political Director

Ms Delphine PRONK
Director
Support the HRVP in the running, defining and implementation of an effective foreign policy of the EU, both a regards CFSP & CSDP. Sets the agenda and Chairs the Political and Security Committee
Delphine.PRONK@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4947

Sanctions

Ms Sandra DE WAELE
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work programme in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
SANDRA.DE-WAELE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3247

Ms Cecile ABADIE
Deputy Head of Division
To assist and replace the Head of Division (HoD) in leading and managing the division. This includes ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the directorates’s work program in an effective way, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the mission and priorities of the Division.
Tel. +32 2584-3344

Management of sanctions regimes, policy, relations with third countries 1

Mr Fabio CANNIZZARO
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Fabio.CANNIZZARO@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2198

Afghanistan and Pakistan

Ms Deren DERYA
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the “Entity”’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Deren.DERYA@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4021

South-East Asia

Ms Barbara PLINKERT
Head of Division
To determine and formulate policies and provide overall direction of the activities of the unit in charge of relations with ASEAN, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, East Timor, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar(Surma), Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam within the framework of the work programme of the Directorate General.
BARBARA.PLINKERT@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2639

China, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan and Mongolia

Mr Dominic PORTER
Head of Division
To determine and formulate policies and provide overall direction of the activities within the unit in charge of relations with China, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and Mongolia on the basis of the work programme of the directorate general.
Dominic.PORTER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4049

Regional Affairs, ASEM and Indo-Pacific

Ms Rensje TEERINK
Head of Division
To determine and formulate policies and provide overall direction of the activities within the unit in charge of relations to India, Nepal and Bhutan on the basis of the work program of the directorate general
Rensje.TEERINK@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2622

Japan, Korea, Australia, New Zealand and Pacific

Mr Reinhold BRENDER
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Department’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Reinhold.BRENDER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4118

Iran

Mr Bruno SCHOLL
Bruno.SCHOLL@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4222

Asia and Pacific

Mr Gunnar WIEGAND
Managing Director
Gunnar.WIEGAND@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3110

Dir DMD — Deputy Managing Director

Ms Paola PAMPALONI
Director
To provide overall strategic orientation and management of RELEX.H, with specific responsibilities for Asia (except Japan and Korea), within the framework set by the Directorate’s-General mission statement and annual work programme. The Directorate operates under the direct supervision of the Director-General / Deputy Director-General
Paola.Pampaloni@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3825

Dir DPD — Chair of Political and Security Committee, Deputy Political Director

Ms Delphine PRONK
Director
Support the HRVP in the running, defining and implementation of an effective foreign policy of the EU, both a regards CFSP & CSDP. Sets the agenda and Chairs the Political and Security Committee
Delphine.PRONK@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4947

Sanctions

Ms Sandra DE WAELE
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work programme in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
SANDRA.DE-WAELE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3247

Ms Cecile ABADIE
Deputy Head of Division
To assist and replace the Head of Division (HoD) in leading and managing the division. This includes ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the directorates’s work program in an effective way, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the mission and priorities of the Division.
Tel. +32 2584-3344

Management of sanctions regimes, policy, relations with third countries 1

Mr Fabio CANNIZZARO
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Fabio.CANNIZZARO@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2198

Afghanistan and Pakistan

Ms Deren DERYA
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the “Entity”’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Deren.DERYA@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4021

South-East Asia

Ms Barbara PLINKERT
Head of Division
To determine and formulate policies and provide overall direction of the activities of the unit in charge of relations with ASEAN, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, East Timor, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar(Surma), Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam within the framework of the work programme of the Directorate General.
BARBARA.PLINKERT@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2639

China, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan and Mongolia

Mr Dominic PORTER
Head of Division
To determine and formulate policies and provide overall direction of the activities within the unit in charge of relations with China, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and Mongolia on the basis of the work programme of the directorate general.
Dominic.PORTER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4049

Regional Affairs, ASEM and Indo-Pacific

Ms Rensje TEERINK
Head of Division
To determine and formulate policies and provide overall direction of the activities within the unit in charge of relations to India, Nepal and Bhutan on the basis of the work program of the directorate general
Rensje.TEERINK@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2622

Japan, Korea, Australia, New Zealand and Pacific

Mr Reinhold BRENDER
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Department’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Reinhold.BRENDER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4118
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Mr Carl HALLERGARD
Managing Director (Acting)
Carl.HALLERGARD@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3837

Dir DMD — Deputy Managing Director

Mr Carl HALLERGARD
Director
To provide overall strategic orientation and management of Directorate IV A, with specific responsibilities for North Africa, the Middle East, Arabian Peninsula, Iran and Iraq, within the framework set by the Managing Department’s mission statement and annual work programme. The Directorate operates under the direct supervision of the Managing Director
Carl.HALLERGARD@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3837

Regional Affairs

Ms Birgit LOESER
Head of Division
Develop the concept of the European Neighbourhood Policy and the instruments used in its implementation. Ensure a regular reporting on the ENP and the provision of timely information on all aspects of the policy. Coordinate the programming of the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument and contacts with International Financial Institutions and other donors.
Birgit.LOESER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-7808

Maghreb

Ms Rosamaria GILI
Head of Division
Déterminer et mettre au point les politiques à mener pour les pays du Maghreb (Maroc, Algérie, Tunisie, Libye) dans le contexte de la Politique Européenne de Voisinage et de l’Union pour la Méditerranée et indiquer la direction générale à suivre pour la mise en œuvre des activités au sein de l’unité MAGHREB sur la base du programme de travail du SEAE.
Rosamaria.GILI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2880

Arabian Peninsula and Iraq

Ms Anna-Maria PANAGIOTAKOPOULOU
Head of Division
Déterminer et mettre au point les politiques à mener pour les pays du Maghreb (Maroc, Algérie, Tunisie, Libye) dans le contexte de la Politique Européenne de Voisinage et de l’Union pour la Méditerranée et indiquer la direction générale à suivre pour la mise en œuvre des activités au sein de l’unité MAGHREB sur la base du programme de travail du SEAE.
Anna-Maria.PANAGIOTAKOPOULOU@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5172

Middle East — Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and Jordan

Mr Daniel ARISTI GAZTELUMENDI
Head of Division (Acting)
Determine and formulate policies and provide overall direction of the division on the basis of the work programmes of EEAS and MD IV.
Daniel.ARISTI-GAZTELUMENDI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5096

Middle East — Israel, Occupied Palestinian Territories and Middle East Peace Process

Mr Neal MAC CALL
Head of Division
To lead and manage Division A2, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the unit’s work program in the context of the DG’s and directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Neal.MACCALL@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-7197
Service of Deputy Secretary General CSDP and crisis response

Mr Charles FRIES
Charles.FRIES@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-1138

CSDP and Crisis Response

Mr Paweł HERCZYNSKI
Managing Director
To provide overall strategic orientation and management of the Department within the framework set by the Deputy Secretary-General or the Secretary General mission statement and annual work programme.
Paweł.HERCZYNSKI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3820

Ms Ivana MICHÉLOT RADOVA
Chair of the Politico-Military Group (PMG)
Support the Managing Director and the Chair of the Political and Security Committee in policy development concerning the implementation of security and defence aspects of the Global Strategy, CSDP military missions and operations, defence capability development and partnerships (incl EU-NATO) and CSDP training.
Tel. +32 2584-2013

European Security and Defense College

Mr Dirk DUBOIS
Dirk.DUBOIS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5848

Situation Room

Avenue de Cortenbergh 150 / Kortenberglaan 150
1000 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Georgios KRITIKOS
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Georgios.KRITIKOS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2163

Mr Franck-Olivier ROUX
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Franck-Olivier.ROUX@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5110

Ms Evgenia KARATARI
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Evgenia.KARATARI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-9804

Mr Brice DE SCHIETERE
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
BRICE.DE-SCHIETERE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4266

Ms Anne KOISTINEN
Deputy Head of Division
To assist and when required replace the Head of Division in leading and managing the division. This includes in particular ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the directorate’s work program in an effective way, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Division.
Tel. +32 2584-5116

Mr Vasile ROTARU
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Vasile.ROTARU@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2032

Mr Stefano TOMAT
Director
To provide overall strategic orientation and management of the Directorate, within the framework set by the Directorate’s-General (or Department) mission statement and annual work programme. The Directorate operates under the direct supervision of the Director-General / Managing Director.
Stefano.TOMAT@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2411

Methodology of the Integrated Approach

Mr Peter LARSSON
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Peter.LARSSON@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3055
Conflict Prevention and Mediation Support

Mr Guillem RIUTORD SAMPOL
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling staff to develop their potential.
Guillem.RIUTORD-SAMPOL@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-1173

Ms Katarina LEINONEN
Deputy Head of Division/Coordination of Division
To assist and when required replace the Head of Division in leading and managing the division. This includes in particular ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Directorate’s work program in an effective way, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Division.
Tel. +32 2584-2325

Integrated Strategic Planning for CSDP and Stabilisation

Avenue de Cortenbergh 158 / Kortenberglaan 158
1040 Bruxelles / Brussel
(posteral office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Jacques FRADIN
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division by defining expected results and ensuring its staff delivers required output in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling staff to develop their full potential.
Jacques.FRADIN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5784

Africa

Mr Frank NEISSE
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Africa Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Avenue de Cortenbergh 158 / Kortenberglaan 158
1040 Bruxelles / Brussel
(posteral office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM
Frank.NEISSE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-8086

Europe

Ms Kathleen VERSTREKEN
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Europe Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Kathleen.VERSTREKEN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5591

MENA

Ms Ruth KAUFMANN-BUEHLER
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the MENA Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Ruth.KAUFMANN-BUEHLER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-6695

Consular Affairs

Ms Anne MARCHAL
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Consular Affairs Division by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Anne.MARCHAL@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-1830

Crisis Preparedness and Response

Mr Sergio SCUERO
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Consular Support to EU Delegations Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement work program in the assign areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support, in the most effective manner, the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Sergio.SCUERO@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-9620

Assistance Measures

Rond Point Robert Schuman 9A / Robert Schumanplein 9A
1046 Bruxelles / Brussel
(posteral office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Jacques DEMAN
Jacques.DEMAN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4440

Compliance, Safeguards and Monitoring

Rond Point Robert Schuman 9A / Robert Schumanplein 9A
1046 Bruxelles / Brussel
(posteral office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Bertrand ROMAIN
Bertrand.ROMAIN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3974

Dir SECDEFPOL — Security and Defence Policy

Ms Joanneke BALFOORT
Director
To provide overall strategic orientation and management of the Directorate, within the framework set by the Directorate’s General (or Department) mission statement and annual work programme.
Joanneke.BALFOORT@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-1161

Security and Defence Policy

Mr Stijn MOLS
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Stijn.MOLS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2070

Cyber Security

Ms Manon LE BLANC
Head of sector
Lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector within the Division, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in this area, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Manon.LE-BLANC@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4061

Maritime Security

Mr Giovanni CREMONINI
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Maritime Security sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Giovanni.CREMONINI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4384
Hybrid Threats

Mr Mindaugas LASAS
Head of sector
Lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in this area, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Mindaugas.LASAS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2838

Defence

Mr Arnaud MIGOUX
Arnaud.MIGOUX@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3430

Civilian CSDP

Ms Crista HUISMAN
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Crista.HUISMAN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4004

Partnerships and Task Force NATO

Ms Alison WESTON
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division's work program in the context of the “Entity's” missions and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Alison.WESTON@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5178

Counter-terrorism

Ms Nadia COSTANTINI
Nadia.COSTANTINI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3891

Network of EU CT — Security Experts

Ms Tessa HARRIS HESS
Tessa.HARRIS-HESS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5071

Disarmament, Non-proliferation and Arms Export Control

Ms Marjoilin VAN DEELEN
Head of the Security Policy Unit
- To formulate policies and provide overall direction of the activities within the unit on the basis of the work program
- To ensure the working of the Working Group for Global Disarmament and Arms Control (CODUN) as Chair
Marjoilin.VAN-DEELEN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-1888

Mr Eran NAGAN
Tel. +32 2584-4891

Space

Ms Carine CLAEGYS
Carine.CLAEGYS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5811

Galileo Threat Response Architecture — Duty Officers

Mr Nicolas STASSIN
Nicolas.STASSIN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4491

Liaison Officer in The Hague

Mr Mika-Markus LEINONEN
Tel. +32 2584-4966

Dir CPCC — Civilian Planning and Conduct Capability

Avenue de Cortenbergh 158 / Kortenberglaan 158
1040 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Francisco ESTEBAN PEREZ
Director
Francisco ESTEBAN PEREZ@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2819

Duty of Care

Mr Martin FLEPP
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Martin.FLEPP@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2877

Europe

Avenue de Cortenbergh 158 / Kortenberglaan 158
1040 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Ms Jana KALIMONOVA
Head of sector
Under the authority of the Head of Conduct of Operations Division to lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Jana.KALIMONOVA@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3057

Middle East

Avenue de Cortenbergh 150 / Kortenberglaan 150
1000 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Edoardo MANFREDINI
Head of sector
Under the authority of the Head of Conduct of Operations Division to lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Edoardo.MANFREDINI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-6018

Chief of Staff / Horizontal Coordination

Ms Mihaela MATEI
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division in charge of operational planning, methodology, disciplinary matters, strategic communication and administrative matters. The Head of Division holds the overall management responsibility for the activities of the CPCC and acts as deputy Civilian Operations Commander.
Mihaela.MATEI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5843

Missions Personnel

Mr Cosmin DOBRAN
Head of Division
Under the oversight of the CPCC Director, the job holder is in charge of managing and coordinating 25 staff of Division A.3 who are in charge of the Missions Support issues related to planning, conducting and closing CSDP civilian Missions. The Head of Division CPCC A.3 will also act as CPCC Director as appropriate.
Cosmin.DOB Ran@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2889
DG RM — DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR BUDGET AND ADMINISTRATION

Mr Gianmarco Di VITA
Director-General
Responsible for the administrative, budgetary, infrastructure, IT and security management of the External Service both at Headquarters and in the Delegations’ network. This includes oversight of all Directorates in the Directorate-General, as well as ensuring efficient cooperation between them and with the other Service’s Departments and the Delegations.
Gianmarco.Di-Vita@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-8846

European Diplomatic Academy
Rond Point Robert Schuman 9A / Robert Schumanplein 9A
1046 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Fernando GENTILINI
Fernando.GENTILINI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2426

Coordination
Ms Helen CAMPBELL
Head of Division
Management of the Horizontal Coordination Division in EEAS DG Budget and Administration: briefings, planning, reporting and business continuity, legal and disciplinary matters, support to Delegations and Protocol, and relations with the Court of Auditors and OLAF.
Helen.CAMPBELL@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4184

Dir BS — Budget and Support

Mr Philippe RUYS
Director
To provide overall strategic orientation and management of the Directorate-General, within the framework set by the Deputy Secretary-General’s or Secretary-General’s mission statement and annual work programme.
Philippe.RUYS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-7020

Budget

Mr Pasqualino BATTISTA
Head of Division
Préparer le budget du SEAE, assurer sa bonne exécution, veiller à la clôture comptable.
Pasqualino.BATTISTA@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3053

Public Procurement, Contracts and Finance

Ms Claudia SALUSTRI
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the “Entity’s” mission and objectives, while ensuring the staff to develop their potential.
Claudia.Salustri@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-6591

Contracts

Mr Juan José GARCÍA CARREÑO
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Juan-Jose.GARCIA-CARRENO@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-1890

Digital solutions

Mr Herman BRAND
Head of Division
Assurer un niveau d’équipement informatique de qualité pour le SEAE.
Herman.BRAND@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5034
Support to Delegations
Ms Karolina STASIAK
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division's mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Karolina.STASIAK@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4625

Information and Document Management
Ms Paola CASINI
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s mission and objectives in the context of the Department’s work program, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Paola.CASINI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3112

Dir HR — Human Resources
Ms Kristin DE PEYRON
Director
Provide the overall strategic orientation and management of the Directorate, within the framework set by the mission statement and the annual work program of the Directorate General (or department). The Directorate operates under the direct supervision of the Director-General and manages all the staff of the EEAS (Headquarters and Delegations).
Kristin.DE-PEYRON@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-7597

Human Resources Policy
Mr Oskar BENEDIKT
Head of Division
The BA.HR.1 Division within the Directorate for Human Resources is responsible for developing HR policies for planning human resource and post management in the EEAS Headquarters and in the Delegations of the European Union, for planning the development of the network of EU Delegations. The Division also manages inter-institutional relations with the European Commission with regard to resources in Delegations and is also responsible for social dialogue with the EEAS Staff Committee and the EEAS Trade Unions.
Oskar.BENEDIKT@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4892

HR Selection and Recruitment
Ms Claude VERON-REVILLE
Head of Division
- Overall coordination, direction and management of the Division
Claude.VERON-REVILLE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3159

Management and Temporary Agents
Ms Fenny STEENKS
Head of sector
- Head of CCA Secretariat (Consultative Committee on Appointments) — Management of CCA (Selection and recruitment of Heads of Delegation and Senior Management)
Fenny.STEENKS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4529

AD and Seconded National Experts
Mr Christian HAGELIN
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Christian.HAGELIN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2467

AST, End of Career and Training Programmes
Ms Brigitte ROGIERS
Head of sector
- AST in HQ and Delegations — Junior Professionals in Delegations — Trainees in Delegations — Voluntary National Contributions and other populations — Interruption and end of career for Officials and Temporary Agents
Brigitte.ROGIERS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2493

Contract Agents
Mr Vilmos HAMIKUS
Head of sector
- Head of “Contract Agents” sector — Coordination of the Sector and development of policies
Vilmos.HAMIKUS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2825

Rights, Obligations and Medical Cell
Mr Francesco CALEPRICO
Head of Division
Diriger et gérer la Division, en définissant les résultats attendus et en veillant à ce que son personnel fournisse le travail requis pour mettre en œuvre le programme de travail de la Division dans le cadre de la mission et des objectifs de la Direction, tout en permettant au personnel de développer son potentiel.
Francesco.CALEPRICO@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-7536

Crisis Management, Legal Issues and Administrative Support
Ms Francesca SALINAS
Francesca.SALINAS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3994

Medical Cell
Rond Point Robert Schuman 9A / Robert Schumanplein 9A
1046 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM
Ms Isabelle DELBEKE
Isabelle.DELBEKE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5646

Career, Learning and Development
Ms Ulrike HAUER
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work programme in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
ULRIKE.HAUER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2374

Learning and Development
Ms Simona SORA
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Learning and Development Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Simona.SORA@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3747

Career
Mr Christoph SORG
Christoph.SORG@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2653
Local Agents

Ms Francesca RIDDY-ODOWD
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Francesca.RIDDY-ODOWD@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4618

Employment Conditions

Mr Erik SOMELAR
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Erik.SOMELAR@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2857

Social Security

Mr Michael MANSSON
Head of sector
To lead and manage the resources and activities of the Sector, ensuring that staff delivers the work required to implement the work program in the assigned areas, while enabling the jobholders to develop their potential in order to support in the most effective manner the mission and priorities of the Sector.
Michael.MANSSON@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3126

Field Security

Ms Immaculada ROCA I CORTES
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement it’s work programme, in the context of DG BA and the Directorate’s mission and objectives. This is accomplished through making the optimal use of the available resources, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Immaculada.ROCA-I-CORTES@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5185

HQ Security and EEAS Security Policy

Rond Point Robert Schuman 9A / Robert Schumanplein 9A
1046 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Khaldoun SINNO
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division in charge to protect EEAS Staff, visitors, premises and physical assets in Brussels and classified information relevant to the EEAS by ensuring that the appropriate security measures and procedures are put in place.
KHALDON.Sinno@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3511

Secure Communications

Rond Point Robert Schuman 9A / Robert Schumanplein 9A
1046 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Roeland LACROIX
Head of Division
Diriger et gérer la division en définissant les résultats escomptés et en veillant à ce que son personnel accomplit le travail nécessaire à la mise en œuvre du programme de travail de la division dans le contexte de la mission et des objectifs du directeur, tout en permettant au personnel de développer son potentiel.
Roeland.LACROIX@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2700

Central Registry and COMCEN

Mr Margers DRAZNIEKS
Margers.DRAZNIEKS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2663

Real Estate for Delegations

Ms Adriana VÁZQUEZ GARRIDO
Head of Division
Assurer la politique immobilière et gérer les infrastructures du SEAE au Siège comme dans les délégations
adriana.vazquez@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4350

HQ Real Estate, Safety and Greening

Mr Francesco FINI
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division by defining the expected results and implementing the Division’s work programme in the context of DG RM and the Directorate’s mission and objectives, through the optimal use of the available resources while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Francesco.FINI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2658

DG EUMS — EUROPEAN UNION MILITARY STAFF

Avenue de Cortenbergh 150 / Kortenberglaan 150
1000 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Herve BLEJEAN
Head of EUMS
Herve.BLEJEAN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5990

DG EUMS — EUROPEAN UNION MILITARY STAFF

Avenue de Cortenbergh 150 / Kortenberglaan 150
1000 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Herve BLEJEAN
Head of EUMS
Herve.BLEJEAN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5990
Horizontal coordination
Ms Terhi LEHTINEN
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work programme in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Terhi.LEHTINEN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5177

Dir MPCC — Military Planning and Conduct Capability
Avenue de Cortenbergh 158 / Kortenberglaan 158
1040 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Herminio MAIO
Deputy Managing Director (Acting)
To provide overall strategic orientation and management of the Department within the framework set by the Deputy Secretary-General or the Secretary General mission statement and annual work programme.
Herminio.MAIO@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2338

Support
Mr Diego GARCIA GARRIDO
Head of Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work programme in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Diego.GARCIA-GARRIDO@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2338

Operations
Mr Marinus MOERLAND
Head of Division
Marinus.MOERLAND@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5271

Deputy Head of the European Union Military Staff
Mr Giovanni MANIONE
Managing Director
Giovanni.MANIONE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5888

External Relations
Mr Dimitrios BIRINTZIS
Head of Division
Dimitrios.BIRINTZIS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5902

Synchronisation
Mr Andrea VIPERINI
Head of Division
Andrea.VIPERINI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5961

Dir A — Concepts and Capabilities
Mr Georgios BIKAKIS
Director
Georgios.BIKAKIS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5954

Concepts
Mr Sebastian SCHREINER
Head of Division (Acting)
Sebastian.SCHREINER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5078

Force Capability
Mr Carlos SANCHEZ LEDESMA
Head of Division
Carlos.SANCHEZ-LEDESMA@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3131

Exercises, Training, Analysis
Mr Georgios KARAVOLAKIS
Head of Division
Georgios.KARAVOLAKIS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5951

Dir B — Intelligence
Mr Radoslaw JEZEWSKI
Director
Radoslaw.JEZEWSKI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5905

Intelligence Policy
Mr Robert CALINOIU
Head of Division
Robert.CALINOIU@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-3218

Intelligence Support
Mr Margaritis SEIRINAKIS
Head of Division
Margaritis.SEIRINAKIS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5944

Intelligence Production
Mr Stephane PEUMERY
Head of Division
Stephane.PEUMERY@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5937

Dir C — Operations
Avenue de Cortenbergh 158 / Kortenberglaan 158
1040 Brussels / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Bart LAURENT
Director
Bart.LAURENT@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2737

Foresight Assessment Analysis and Planning
Mr Hans HUYGENS
Head of Division
Hans.HUYGENS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5936

Strategic Analysis
Mr Francesco CALDAROLA
Head of Division
Francesco.CALDAROLA@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-9549

Current Engagement and Situational Awareness
Mr Lorenzo ERMINI
Head of Division (Acting)
Lorenzo.ERMINI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-4110

Coordination Division
Mr Ioannis AGRODIMOS
Head of Division
Ioannis.AGRODIMOS@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5774

Dir D — Logistics
Mr Andre Erich DENK
Director
Andre-Erich.DENK@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5915

Logistics Policy
Mr Matthias ALTMEIER
Head of Division
Matthias.ALTMEIER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5968

Resources Support
Mr Gert DOBBEN
Head of Division
Gert.DOBBEN@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-6752

Administration and Support
Mr Vito RUCCI
Head of Division
Vito.RUCCI@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-8556
Dir E — Communication and Information Systems & Cyber Defence

Mr Sean WHITE
Director
Sean.WHITE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5931

CIS & CD Policy and Requirements

Mr Christian WAGNER
Head of Division
Christian.WAGNER@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-5949

Dir EU-INTCEN — EU intelligence and Situation Centre

Intelligence Analysis and Reporting

Avenue de Cortenbergh 158 / Kortenberglaan 158
1040 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Alexander LASSALLE
Head of Intelligence Analysis Division
To lead and manage the Division, by defining the expected results and ensuring its staff delivers the work required to implement the Division’s work program in the context of the Directorate’s mission and objectives, while enabling the staff to develop their potential.
Alexander.LASSALLE@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2364

Support / Open Sources Research (OSR)

Avenue de Cortenbergh 150 / Kortenberglaan 150
1000 Bruxelles / Brussel
(postal office Box: 1049)
BELGIUM

Mr Dario MALNAR
Head of Division
Full responsibility for the EU INTCEN’s Open Source Intelligence Division day-to-day functioning and output
Dario.MALNAR@eeas.europa.eu
Tel. +32 2584-2170
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